
it to say that Thucydides is not believed by Diodorus, which proves 
nothing but is surely significant of something ;24 as Woodhead observes, 2 :; 

Thucydides could not possibly have had any proper evidence for his claim; 
the allegation is contrary to the entire narrative of the campaign. It 
cannot be reconciled with the Cleon who stormed Torone and Galepsos, 
who was as confident in this last engagement as he had been at Pylos,26 

who was scornful of the opposition, and who took personal command of the 
retreat of the right wing rather than get away first with the left. 

To conclude. Cleon's entire campaign was fruitful, and was conducted 
competently. He took two cities by storm, a rare achievement for his day. 
He was right to try to await his requested reinforcements before trying 
conclusions with Brasidas. He had no numerical superiority, and no 
grounds for supposing that he had. He did not blunder at once into doing 
what Brasidas hoped he would. It is fair to criticize him for deferring 
to the rashness of his troops, but this does not destroy his general 
reputation, and is out of tune with the contrived Thucydidean picture 
of the violent and persuasive demagogue. His personal courage is not 
seriously in question. One may deplore Cleon's political career; one 
might minimize his Pylos triumph as a piece of luck, combined with the 
presence of Demosthenes. But Thucydides' own narrative refutes his 
intended impression of the incompetent coward. Certainly, the sophrones 
who, before Pylos, had allegedly hoped for his death,27 are impressively 
silent after the battle of Amphipolis! 

University of Calgary. B. BALDWIN 

* * * 
A SUPPOSED TAILED RHO AT KROTON 

In the section of her admirable book, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece, 
where she deals with the script of the Achaian apoikiai of Southern Italy, 
Miss L. H. Jeffery makes the following observations on rho. 'Rho 1 

24. Diodorus, XII. 74. 2, makes Cleon display a valour equal to that of Brasidas. 
Yet, up to this moment, Diodorus' picture of Cleon simply repeats the bias and language 
of Thucydides. We do not know why Diodorus deserts his major source at this key 
point. However, there was a pro-Cleon tradition, after Thucydides. In the pseudo
Demosthenes Second Speech against Boeotus (Section 25) Cleon is invoked as a great 
general, for his Pylos triumph. 

25. Art. cit., p. 308. Woodhead points out that Thucydides' sources must have been 
either prisoners, who would blame their misfortunes onto their dead general, or veterans 
of the campaign who had survived the war. These would be relying on memories of 
nearly twenty years' vintage. 

26. v. 7. 3. 
27. IV. 28. 5. It is hard to refrain from comment on these 'moderates' who were 

prepared to put Cleon's death before Athens' interests. 
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(P") is normal, rho 2, tailed rho (R" ), though current in the scripts of the 
Chalkidic, Spartan and Lokrian colonies is very rare in Achaian; I have 
noted only three possible instances : on an incuse coin of Kroton (BMC 
coins Italy, 244), in the Metapontine inscription 14, and in a dedication 
of the Krotoniates at Delphi which may well be in the Phokian script.'1 

The reference to BMC Italy is apparently a misprint. The fact is that 
in BMC Italy three incuse coins of Kroton are described as having tailed 
rho in their legend; they are nos. 12, 14 and 21. The first of these belongs 
to that phase of the Krotoniate coinage which C. M. Kraay has designated 
as 'medium incuse' (struck on flans of diameter 22- 24 mm.) and which 
was abandoned c. 475 in favour of a fabric struck on thicker and narrower 
flans (below 21 mm.) which Kraay labels 'dumpy incuse'.2 The other two 
BM specimens both belong to the dumpy incuse period, one, no. 21, to an 
earlier phase characterised by a tripod with three circular handles, the 
other, no. 14, to a late phase, probably dateable to 455-445, charac
terised by a tripod with only one central ring-shaped handle. 

Comparison of the latest BM piece with another specimen, from the 
museum at Leece, Italy, struck from the same obverse die reveals beyond 
doubt that the tail of the rho is not a tail at all but a small die flaw which 
had developed by the time the BM coin was struck. On both the BM 
and the Leece pieces are two similar minute flaws, an apparent stroke above 
the koppa, and one below the omicron. There is to be noted in addition 
the conspicuously normal rho on Vienna Inv. 5.444 whose obverse die 
was struck from the same hub as that of BM 14 and the Leece coin. 

In a photograph of the second in chronological order of the BM coins, 
no. 21, no tail to the rho is distniguishable. If there is the appearance 
of a stroke on the actual coin which its reproduction fails to display, 
it too must be due to a die fault peculiar to the BM specimen. There is 
no hint of a tail to the rho on casts of Hermitage, Leningrad-Inv. 1843, 
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford-1481 and 1482, and The Hague-Inv. 900, 
nor on a very clear photographic reproduction of Turin DC 18309, all 
struck from the same obverse die. 

There remains BMC Italy 12 where tailed rho is assigned to the reverse 
legend. A fine photograph indeed reveals an apparent stroke to a long
legged rho, but a very tiny one, thus, 1~. There seems to me to be very little 
likelihood that it really is a tail rather than a minute flaw again, or a 
piece of carelessness on the part of the engraver. All the lettering is crude 
and the second omicron of the legend Q j> 0 appears thus, 6. 

I believe, therefore, that none of the BM coins of Kroton can be used to 
demonstrate the employment of tailed rho there, a species which is found 
neither on any of the extant Achaian script inscriptions of itsel for its 

1. Jeffery, p . 249 
2. C. M. Kraay, 'Caulonia and South Italian Problems', Numismatic Chronicle, 1960, 

pp. 57 ff. 
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satellites, nor on any of about 600 other incuse coins of that mint which I 
have been able to examine in cast or photograph. Tailed rho seemingly 
was not employed at Kroton as it certainly was at Metapontion, 3 no doubt 
under the influence of her Dorian neighbour Taras. 4 

Monash University. P. J. BICKNELL 

3. In Jeffery, Achaian colonies no. 14. 
4. Examples of its use at Taras are the legends of the Tarentine incuse nommoi 

(c. 500) and of her first double relief coins, the wheel didrachms. 
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